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ROTATIONAL SPECTRUM AND HYPERFINE STRUCTURE 
IN THE X *E+ STATE OF BaBr 

W E ERNST, G. WEILER and T. TORRING 
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‘7?1c roratmnsl s~ruc~urc m the ‘Y+ ground slate of BaElr has been analywd for the first tlmc Precise Uunham coeJIiclenlr 
hn\e been denLed from mnxc~~ne specks III rhe 100 GHz range for Lhe LWO uolopes 13RBa79Br and ‘3aB,R’Br. HyperIine 
FUUCLU~C bus been parodlly resolved In one roralional [ransltron of ‘37Ba7gBr Hyperfine couphng pa-cwrs b. c .md eqQ for 
‘37Ba, dnd b ror 79Br. have been delermmed 

1_ lntroductron 

In a serves of papers [l-6] we have reported micro- 
wave rotatronal spectra of the Ca, Sr and Ba mono- 

hahdes in their 2x+ ground state, except CaF and 
BaBr For CaF very precise rotatronal and hyper-fiie 
coupling parameters have been given in the literature 
[7-121 The most recent rotational analysrs of the 
optrcal spectrum was performed by Dulick et al. [9], 
whrle fine and hyperfme coupling parameters of very 
hrgh precision have been determined by Chrlds et al 
[ 121 using the molecular-beam laser-rf double-reso- 
nance technique_ We have measured one rotatronal 
transrtron of CaF and its spm-rotation and hyper- 

fine sphttmg The transitron frequencres were found 
to agree wrth predrctions based on the data given rn 
refs [9,12] well withm the quoted errors and only 
a mmor unprovement of the rotational constants 
seemed possible Smce the productron of CaF was 
drfficult under the low-pressure condrtions necessary 
for high-resolution microwave spectroscopy, no such 

attempt has been made 
For BaBr, on the other hand, no preliminary rota- 

tional constants were available from optical spectra 

Searching for microwave transtrons is then expected 
to be a tedious and timeconsummg enterprise. Fortu- 
nately the varratron of internuclear distances among 
the alkalme earth monohabdes turned out to show a 
very regular and smooth systematic behavror. It was 

thus possrble to deduce the unknown rotational con- 
stants of BaBr wrth high accuracy and to predict the 

mw transrtions to within 50 MHz. BaBr was produced 
in a h&-temperature reaction 

BaBr, + Ba T> 2BaBr _ 

The concentration of BaBr obtamed in this way was 
gust sufficient to encourage a search for the 137Ba7gBr 
isotope (5 5% natural abundance) which shows a well 
resolved hyperfine structure due to a large Fern-u con- 
tact interaction with the Ba nucleus Despite the very 
poor srgnal-to-noise ratio, we were able to observe the 
small additronal sphttrng whrch is due to hyperfme 
Interaction mth the bromme nucleus and which cannot 
be resolved for the 138BaBr isotopes HrlthII = 0 

3. Rotational sped- of 138Ba79Br and 138BaB1Br 

BaBr produced by reactron (1) evaporated from 
a hot oven into a cold free space absorption cell en- 
tramed in a stream of argon buffer gas. The total pres- 
sure m ihe absorption cell waskept at about 0 01 Torr. 
The full wrdth of the hnes was about 200 kI-5 under 
these conditions, mamly due to pressure broadening. 
Saturation effect modulation [ 131 was used for sen- 
sitrve detection 

Rotational transitions of the two isotopes 
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Table1 
Frequencres of rotational transtrons NN-C N+ 1, J+ J + 1 for 13eBa7gBr and 138Ba81 Br 

13aBa7’Br raa BaaI Br 

” N J observed ohs. - talc ” N J observed ohs. - talc 
frequency -2) Mr) frequency (MHz) (Idiz) 

0 35 355 
34 5 

1 35 35 5 
34.5 

0 36 36.5 
355 

1 36 365 
355 

2 36 36.5 
355 

3 36 365 
355 

4 36 36 5 
35 5 

5 36 36 5 
35 5 

0 43 435 
42.5 

1 43 435 
425 

2 43 43.5 
425 

3 43 43 5 
42 5 

4 43 435 
425 

5 43 435 
425 

89446 840 -3 
89396 075 15 
89183 773 5 
89133 218 1 
91928 311 -2 
91877 494 -25 
91657.930 5 
91607.380 11 
91387 854 3 
91337533 -2 
91118 096 3 
91068 010 -6 
90848 641 -10 
90798 804 -9 
90579 522 -1 
90529.937 13 

109292554 -9 
109241.745 1 
108971.030 3 
108920.461 14 
108649 874 8 
108599 517 -7 
108329 075 4 
108278 973 4 
108008.667 -1 
107958 799 -5 
107688 634 3 
107639 009 3 

0 36 36 5 90486 409 4 
35 5 90436.438 0 

2 36 365 89958619 4 
35 5 89909.114 -2 

3 36 36 5 89695.188 -1 
35 5 89645 910 0 

5 36 36 5 89169231 1 
35 5 89120413 2 

0 43 43 5 107578647 -8 
425 107528 650 -3 

1 43 435 107264.675 1 
42.5 107214.897 4 

2 43 43 5 106951 038 1 
425 106901.498 4 

3 43 43 5 106637.763 -7 
42 5 106488 458 1 

4 43 43.5 106324 868 3 
42.5 106275.776 -5 

5 43 43.5 106012 322 1 
42 5 105963.466 0 

13eBa7gBr and 13sBa81Br have been measured in the 
frequency range between 89 and 108 GHz h-r vibration- 
al states up to u = 5. The transition frequencres are 
listed n-r table 1 _ They have been fitted to the expres- 
sron for the rotatronal energy of a 2ZZ molecule: 

E=Bef@(N+l)++Y&v 

forJ=N+$, 

=E&v(N+ 1)-f y&V+ 1) 

forJ=N -3, 

7eEf=y00 +YlO (u++)+TO$W+ 1). 

The two Isotopes have been fitted independently The 
consistency of the measurements can then be checked 
by testing the mass relations between the Dunham 
coefficrents Y,k for the two Isotopes labeled by super- 
scrrpts 1 and 2- 

(3) 

where pl &td p2 stand for the reduced masses of the 
two isotopes Eq. (3) should hold in the framework 
of the Born-Gppenheu-ner approximatron Small 
deviations of the order of 10e6 from this relation 
have been observed for the rotational constant Yol of 
many diatomic molecules [14] They may be due to 
adiabatic and non-adiabatic corrections to the Born- 
Oppenheimer approximation or - as has been shown 
recently 1151 - even to isotopic changes in the nuclear 

49.5 
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Table 2 
Molecular constants of 13sRa7gBr and lseBaelBr. Numbers 
m parentheses represent lu errors 

13s13a7gBr 

YOl 0iHz) 1244 38440(24) 1224 84239(19) 
Y,I (MHz) -3 656110(91) -3 570300(62) 
Y,, OCHZ) 2 1300(94) 2 053lx.53) 
y02 OcHa) -0 228402(74) -0 221294(53) 
y,z (Ha -0.158(23) -0 146(15) 
Yrn CviHz) a) 49.997(15) 

._I . 

YIO CMHzi 
50.852<21) 
-0.2390(22) -0 2293(13) 

TOI wz)a) 14.9(43) 20.6(28) 
we (cm-’ 1 19377201) 192241(23) 
WcXe (cm-‘) O-4133(25) O-4061(17) 
(amu) b) 50.1940433(18) 50.9948919(26) 

‘c (4) =) 2 8445286(95) 
a0 (cm-‘) 2 26141(63)X lo5 

a1 -3.28594(10) 

02 6 865(33) 

03 -10 70(26) 

a) Perturbed by effects of unresolved hyperfinc structure 
b) Atomic masses from ref [16]. 
d Conversion factor 505390.98 f 3 5 from rcf 1171. 

charge drstrrbutron No such effect can be observed 
for the two BaBr isotopes as can be seen from the re- 
sults m table 2 All Y,x- fulfil eq (1) wrthm the experr- 

mental errors The spur-rotation Interaction constants 
Y,~ are expected to obey a srmdar mass relatron 1181: 

y’,/y2, = (,2/pl)(I+fi+2)/2 
I I (4) 

However, u-r contradrctton to thus prcdrctron we find 

from the results of table 2 that T01(13BBaa1Br) > 

yo1(138Ba7gBr). Obviously To1 IS strcngly dtstorted. 

It has been shown m ref [2] for the case of CaBr that 
this IS due to effects ofunresolved hyperfme structure 
The value given III table 2 may therefore be considered 

only as a fit parameter and has no well defined physi- 

cal meanmg Perturbation of yO1 will also cause a sys- 

tematrc shift m the values of yoo_ This shift may be 
two orders of magnitude larger than the statistical 
errors from the fit pven in table 2. The Dunham coef- 
ficients Y,A- are related to re and to the coefficients 
a, of the power serves descnbmg the internuclear po- 
tcntral [19] These isotopxally independent constants 

are also lrstcd m table 2 The vibrational constants we 
and w,x, have been calculated from the ni They are 
consrstent with data from band spectra given in the 

tables of Huber and Herzberg [20] but are one order 

of magnitude more accurate. From the mtemuclear 

drstance fe the electric dipole moment of BaBr can be 
estimated usmg an electrostatic bond model [21] With 

the Ion polarizabllrtles gtven in ref [21] thus model 
predicts pe(BaBr) = 5.57 D As m all cases which have 
been experunentally tested so far #us predictron IS 
expected to be a few percent too large 

3. Hyperfiie structure in the spectrum of 137Ba7gBr 

In a previous paper [3] we analysed the hyperfme 
structure in 137BaF and 137BaC1 It was challenging 

to extend these measurements to ‘37BaBr since the 
result can give information if there is any noticeable 
trend in the electronic structure of the Ba halides. 
The extremely poor signal-to-noise ratro due to the 
low natural abundance 0f1~~Ba and the additional 
hyperfiie splitting made this a drfficult enterprise 

The hyperfme structure is dominated by the strong 
Ferrm contact rnteractron between the unpaired elec- 
tron spin and the 137Ba nucleus with I1 = 3/2. This 
results m a coupling of angular momenta intermediate 
Letween Hund’s case bar for low rotational states and 

BJ for very high IV values. Coupling of the bromine 
nucleus IS weak. So F1 remainsrather well defined and 

energy levels may be labeled by F, F,, J and Iv Only 
transitions with selection rules AF= AFl = AJ= 0 
= +l have been observed_ Matrix elements for the cal- 

culatron of energy levels in the case of two coupling 
nuclei are given in ref [3] 

The results of the measurements and the calcula- 
trons are bsted m table 3 The spectrum IS mamty de- 
termined by the strong couplmg of the Ba nucleus 

The additional splittmg of the Fl components due to 
the Br coupling with 12 ~312 is only partially resolved 
For the transitions with the highest and lowest pas- 

sible values of Fl this splitting is negligible These hnes 
located at the upper and lower end of the spectrum 
have an experimental full hnewrdth of 200 kHz deter- 
mined by pressure broadening and the Doppler effect 
The next inner transrtions with Fl = 36 and J = 35 f 
4 show an experimental linewidth of 600 kHz due to 
unresolved hyperfme structure from the bromine mter- 
action This IS m good agreement with the calculated 
spectrum For the two transitions with F1 = 35 it was 
possible to resolve the bromine hyperfime structure al- 
though the four lines are located withm only 1 MHZ. 
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Table 3 
Rotatmnal txanntlon N = 35 -c 36. J+ J + 1. F1 -+ F1 + 1 of 13’Ba7’Br 

3 FI F Observed CA. Obs - talc 

WHZ) @U-W (ICHZ) 

345 33 31.5 
345 
325 
335 I 

36 37.5 
365 
355 
345 I 

35 36 5 
355 
345 
33 5 

34 325 
335 
34 5 
345 I 

35 5 34 355 
345 
335 
325 

35 335 
345 
35 5 
365 

36 34.5 
35 5 
36 5 
37 5 

37 36 5 
355 
375 
38 5 

89633 316) 

89633.329 89633 326 
89633328 

I 4 

89633.330 

89640 372 \ 

89640.599 

89648 956 89648.978 -22 
89649.268 89649 283 -15 
89649 565 89649 598 -33 
89649.892 89649 926 -34 

not observed 

not observed 

89667.524 89667.583 -59 
89667 910 89667.921 -11 
89668.237 89668 247 -10 
89668 520 89668 562 -42 

89640.534 
89640 692 I -11 

89655.297 
89655 752 
89656 198 
89656 637 

89660 917 
89661.352 
89661.790 
89662 23 1 

89640.843 ) 

89676.655 

89676.922 89676 827 
89676.995 

I 12 

89677 161 

89684 1811 

89684.218 
89684-187 
89684.190 

26 

89684 210 

Intensity of these lines was extremely poor and exten- 

sive signal averaging had to be used. This lack of mten- 
sity unfortunately prevented the observation of the 
inner tranntion with F1 = 34 which should be slightly 
better resolved. 

It can be seen from the theory that the influence 
of the barmm hyperfme structure on the transition 
frequencies of the outer components with F, = 33 and 
37 is neg@bly small. These frequencies can therefore 
be calculated usmg the constants of table 2 and the 
mass relations (3) and (4) Smce the results agree with 
the observed frequencies within the expenrnental 

errors these constants can be kept fvted and only the 
hyperfime constants for both atoms have to be fitted 
to the observed sphtting 

This can be done in two steps First the three hypcr- 
fine parameters b, c and eq& for the Ba nucleus are 
fitted to the six observed F, transitions takmg the 
average frequency for the spht F, = 35 + 36 transl- 

tions. InformatIon about the bromine couplmg con- 
stants is contained m the observed splitting of these 
two transitions. Smce the four components are equal- 
ly spaced within the experimental uncertainties only 
the constant b(7gBr) which has the strongest mfluence 
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Table 4 References 
Hyperfrme structure parameters of 13’BaX molecuIes (K = F. 
CI or Br. All amstants given in MHz) [l] Ch. Ryzlewicz and T. T6rring. Cbem Phyr 51(1980) 

329 
13’BalgF, 
ref 131 

i37Ba37C1, 13’Ba7’Br, 
ref 131 this work 

b(Ba) 
c (Ba) 
eqQ (Ba) 
bC0 

2301(9) 23 14(9) 2306(13) 
7X6) 96 (20) 99(=0 

-117(i2) -134(42) -93(60) 
60(6) 71(7) 

on the hne posrtrons can be determined 
Desprte the very poor signal-to-norse ratio, the re- 

sultmg hyperfine parameters reproduce the observed 
transition frequencies surprisingly well The param- 
eters are listed m table 4 wrth the corresponding data 
for 137Ba1gF and 137Ba37CI given for comparrson [3] 
The most strrkmg result is that the Fern-u contact 
mteraction (b + i c) and therefore the percentage of 
s character of the unpaired electron IS essentially the 
same in the three molecules, possible vanatrons are less 
than 1%. Information about the s and p admrxture to 
the wavefunction are contained m the cons’ants c and 
eqQ A precrse knowledge of the mixmg coefficrents 
would be very useful smce they are related to the elec- 
tnc dipole moment of the molecule and could be com- 
pared wrth predrctrons from the bond model proposed 
in ref [21]. However, the large experSnenta1 errors 
of the data prevent a mearungful analysrs 
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